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SECTION C

First Annual Homes Issue
Chester Homes, Old And New, Tell The Story

1
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A WARM WELCOME Awaits visitors to
the Joe W. Collins home on York Street,
one of several local homes
featured in this issue.
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Frank Coogler Home Is Example O
Styl
fe

*

One of the more stylish
homes in Chester is that of
the Frank M. Cooglers at
142 Sunset Drive, a large
brick home situated among
the pines and with Georgian
architecture at the front
entrance.
The home, one of the
most
impressive in the
Chester area, depicts considerable effort, thought,
and tha; personal touch that
stands as a compliment to
those who live therein. The
visitor, despite the .glamour around himself, <Jc-'
rives a comfortable feeling
of being ai homo.
The Coogler home has a
traditional motif with 18th
century, reproductions in
the Sheraton and I'.nglish
furniture, . and a color
scheme of gold and white
with green accents, designed for those who want
to live with warm hues.
When entering the home
through the front door, the
foyer is enhanced by a duplicate copy of the authentic Adam style Kngllsh
commode with inlaid woodv^ork insatinwood. Hanging
o*gr it is an oval m i r r o r
coiitourcd in the shape and
design of the commode. A
large brass candlestand is
located on cach side of the
entrance to the living room.
The living room in the
Coogler home has a Georgian mantle, accented by
dentil moulding, with two
electric
Williamsburg
globe-type wall sconces abovc, and a marble f i r e place with a railingof brass
at the base. The fireplace
is flanked by two small antique chests and two large
C.hppendale chairs covered
in gold and white with gold
antique velvet on the backs
and sides. Two-tone gold
drapes over white sheers
with Williamsburg cornices covered in matching
material is also found in the
living
room and dining
room.
Mrs.
Coogler
sketched the'cornice design and worked with the
cabinet maker, while the
house was s t i l l under construction. A drapery company covered them. Other
furniture in the room consists of a green velvet sofa, two small tables and
two green chairS^
The Sheraton style dining room consists of an
b'.nglish table and green
velvet chairs, an English
sideboard with a gold gilded m i r r o r suspended a-

bove, and a Sheraton sideboard topped by two Williamsburg five-branched
antique brass candelabra
purchased in Virginia.
One finds an atmosphere
of traditional living with
conveniences of
modern
times in the kitchen, which
is enhanced by whf?e f i x tures. The kitchen dining
area, carpeted in gold, has
light green drapes hanging

on brass rods fronting a
glass bay window. The dinting area also features a
colonial table and chairs
and mellow
pecan wood
panelling on the walls.
Exposed beams, giving
the feeling of strong support, are featured in the
den, which also has pecan
wood panelling and gold
carpeting.
One f i r s t notices the large fireplace.

which is bricked from the
ceiling to the floor and has
a wooden mantle topped
with two brass candelabra
and other ornaments of
brass.
To the left of the f i r e place is a built-in corner
study, where the Cooglers
often do their work. The
chair at the desk was a
gift to Mrs. Coogler's son,

Johnny Gardner, f r o m his
grandfather, {he late Chester County Representative
Harry Gardner. When the
Capitol Building at Columbia was renovated several
years ago, each member of
the House of Represents- '
tlves was given the chair
that he had occupied, and
in
turn, Representative
Gardner ga^e the chair to
(Continued on Page 3-C)

THE FRANK M. COOGLER HOME, 142 SUNSET DRIVE
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The Built-in Mix-9 Use Your Own Ideas

The
homemaker
has
such a wealth of choice
now in home furnishings
that very often her greatest problem can be deciding just what she does
want, and knowing how to
put,it all together.
Modern production techniquces mean a selection
of almost every style, in a
range of prices. Carved
detail that characterizes
Spanish or Old World furniture. is quite expensive
in wood.
But space age
materials make it possible
to reproduce these carvings that look and feel
just like wood, at much
less the cost.
Synthetics simulate even
the softest of fabrics, but
w'ith all the easy care qualities. Vectra, so tough it
made c*it-door carpeting
possible, is now in upholstery, soft as cashmere.
Consequently, the choice
of color and fabric is no
longer determined by ages
of children.
Budget no

longer determines or l i m i t s the style she can have.
And, even the traditional
rules
- that were also
guides - of matching are
disappearing.
With
so
much selection, the decorating style is Eclectic and
the homemaker is urged to
choose and mix to create
Her Own Look.
For us women who, at
best, have difficulty in making up our minds and being
confident in our choice, one
important and most refreshing trend in furniture
is the " b u i l t - i n m i x " . A
growing number of manufacturers are making ent i r e collections available in
a variety of finish colors,
and even design motifs.
This means
the various
pieces within one collection
w i l l go together, but if we
don't want to match, we
have a selection of color
and design.
The homemaker can begin choosing her own special mix, f r o m a variety

of possibilities within one
collection, and s t i l l be assured her own look is harmonious.

Good L i g h t i n g
Is Vital
Place every lamp in r e lation to its day-by-day
use. Study and work areas
need special attention and
there are so many well and
scientifically
designed
lamps and lighting fixtures
available in the local stores
that their selection is a joy,
rather than a chore.

Soft and more subdued
lighting should be kept for
living rooms and the "company ar.eas, and where the
family relaxes at theen^of
the day.

Students Like to
Choose Their Own
Youngsters like the idea
of "choosing their own".
Be sure to take all the wall
measurements when you
shop together. Let them
express themselves, both
as to their own likes and
(Continued on Page 3-C)

Protect

Mortgage
Insurance
Home is what families are al! „
about. They grow and learn and
love there. They get solid foundations for the future at home. Is your
family protected? See us soon. Let's'
talk mortgage insurance.

Bagby Robbins ' S r
m Y ,oh^ R K G ? R t h a "
charm to the master bedroom.

kin

8slze

bed

- specially made fo'r the Cooglers. adds

101 MAIN STREET

PHONE 385-5417

Coogler Home (Continued from Page 2-C)
his grandson.
Another wall in the den
Is lined with shelves, hold-

The second sliding glass
door exists onto a large
patio at the back of the
home.

ing books and various ornaments, with storage cablneta&t the base.

The'remainder of the
home, featuring ample
storage facilities, is designed for
comfortable
modern-day living for the
Cooglers and their children. An interesting area
elsewhere in the home is
the master bedroom, in
which the predominant feature is a bed that was specially m&de for the Cooglers. The bed, being the
major item in the room,
is 3lightly larger than kingsize, prompting
Mrs.
Coogler to say it would be
extremely difficult to move
it even If they desired to do
so. Two handsome sitting
chairs also compliment the
room.

There are two sliding
-glass doors with light green
drapes hanging on brass
rods located in the den.
One of the doors leads into what the Cooglers tern^,
the children's den, which
is smaller in size, featuring all the conveniences of
a den. It also Includes a
dining table and chairs.

Use Ideas (Continued from Page 2-C)
dislikes, and the pieces
that will best serve their
varied purposes.
Use S p a c e W i s e l y
It really isn't how much
or how little space you have
that counts. The important
thing is how it is used.
Do not think of space in
terms of its limitations,
but how best it can be
put to work for your particular needs.
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Mr. Coogler drew up the
entire floor plan of the
home, and worked with a
Charlotte, North Carolina,.
architect, who- worked everything into scale. The
Coogler home was under
construction for approximately one year, and they
£ega^o<£CupancyJ?Novenicer, iyo4.

LOCATED IN THE foyer of the F rank Coogler home on Sunset Drive Is a duplicate
of t h e a u t h e n t ,
c Adam style English commode with an oval mirror contoured in
the shape and design of the commode.

What's a synonym for

CONVENIENCE?

TELEPHONE!
COLOR
TELEPHONES

BRIGHTEN
TOUR HOME!
SEE OUR WIDE
VARIETY OF COLORS
S TELEPHONE STYLES

Living At It's Finest Means
All The Comfort And Convenience
Available. Telephones Offer BothJ
Building Or Improving Your Home9
Be Sure To Take Advantage Of The
M&ny Convenience Telephones Offer!

THE CHESTER
TELEPHONE COMPANY

EXTENSION
TELEPHONES
ARE STEP SAVERS!
ADDED CONVENIENCE
FOR VERY LITTLE COST
- CALL US T0DAY1
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Springmald Now Makes
Jungles For Children
A jungle of lovable,
friendly animals makes a
distinctive
decorating
tbeme for the nursery.
The design, called Animal Talk, is from Springmaid's new children's collection of no-iron Marvelawe sheets, .towels and
bedspreads In fresh yellow, turquoise, lime and
bright pink colors.
In this room the noiron sheets have been used
not only on the bed, but
have been sewn into a practical and pretty dust ruf-.
fie, as well. The pattern
of palm trees, lady-bugs,
tiger, lion and talkative
parrot was drawn with a
heavy felt-tip pen onto felt

that matches the colors in
the print.
The cut out felt shapes
were then attached to the
off-white'wall with double
faced tape. The faces of
the animals were drawn
on the felt with the same
felt pen. Since the shapes
and faces are very simple
they are easy to duplicate
without a lot • of drawing
skill.
A bright yellow vinyl tile
floox^ a comb-back rocker
painted deep pink, and a
small round table covered
with a circle of the pink
felt carry out the color
scheme and complete tTie
room setting.

EXPOSED BEAMS In the den of the FrankM. Coogler home gives a feeling of stsong
support. The den, like the remainder of the home, uses a color scheme of gold and
white with green accents.

Animal Talk Brightens Child's Room

Cooling Air Helps, Alleviate Hay F e v e r
Hay fever time means
sneezing, and other symptoms for sufferers, and it
usually comes at a time when
the majority of people are
trying to escape the heat.
Such problems can be easily
alleviated by central air coiy
ditioning, the PlumbingHeating-Cooling Information

B

Bureau points out.
Pollen and other impurities
are filtered out and the air
is dehumidified and cooled
at the same time.
With central air conditioning morn doesn't mind costing, and the family tends to
stay home and enjoy the
coolness.

Call
George

Quick /

good reason to

r W BEFORE THEY GET
0 YOUR WINTER CLOTHES.

. 385-3105

You get broader coverage.
Our comprehensive homeowners policy provides broad coverage for home,
possessions and personal liability. For
full information on comprehensive
homeowners insurance, see us today.

6E0RGE R. FLEMING
CALL "CROKIE" FIRST

PHONE 385-5525

WITH J.AIJNDRY AND DRY-CLEANING WF. INVITE

YOU TO
i<-» aSTOP
i u c tBY

CHESTER LAUNDRY
& DRY CLEANERS
—

B

_ _

WEST END STREET

— ___

*-

CHESTER, S.C.

«

•
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There's A
NEW
HOME
in Your
Future!
BECAUSE

there's money
available
TRADE IN YOUR
LITTLE OLD HOUSE
FORA
BIG NEW ONE!
AND LEAVE THE FINANCING TO US. We're specialists in home loan matters. So you get prompt,
efficient service, and mortgage terms most profitable to you. See our Home Loan Officer soon.

IF YOU CAN'T AFFORD A NEW HOME SPRATT
WILL HELP YOO FIX-UP THE ONE YOU'RE IN!

Home Improvement Loins... ^

SPRATT
SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION

SALUDA STBEET

'v.

CHESTER, S.C.

Kim"

GREAT FALLS
BRANCH
DEABBOIUS STBEET
HAL R. DYE

MGR. GREAT FALLS BRANCH
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At Darby's Seven Oaks, The Home Was
Designed, Constructed To Fit Furniture
The F. Guy Darbys" at
Lowrys did not just build
' a home and then decide
what to do with their furniture, but they built the
,_^handso¥ne structure to "fit
thcir-ftrrrrtt or e ".
When Sadler Kent of Rock
Hill completed architectural plans for the hchne,
Mrs. Darby took inventory
of her furniture and she
and her husband sat down
"and scaled in the furniture
to make'^ure that t^e furniture would work in and
_that one would compliment
the other. You see, the
Darby's furnishings include a mixture of the beauty of the past and that of
the present day.
When plans were completed, construction work
on the new house began
on November 1, 1968, with
Guy working his spare time
on the project as well. The
Darbys moved into their
strikingly handsome new
home on September 29th,
1969, christening it as
"7 Oaks".
The name of the new
brick, modern structure
that-<is placed on a setting
that is as handsome as the
home itself, is interesting
as well in that the home is
situated on the site of the
How Chester resiold Darby homeplace. It is
called ' 7 Oaks' because | dents live is the general
|
theme
of this special isthere are seven oak trees
at the home, the trees be- I sue^ "Living At Its Fin-,
ing planted years ago by | est , in today's issue of!1
Guy's father when he was | The Reporter. This is
| not to say that all local
a small boy.
The old Darby home- | residents live in homes1
place, built in the 1830*8, I similar to those feanaturally, stands no more t u r e d herein, but it is,
in that the new structure
a s^r that many of them!
replaced it. but momcntos
complimented:
of the good times that.took I have
a
their
families and tne i
place in the old homeplace,
as well as cherished fam- I community by building;
ily heirlooms, have found | more attractive and;
places designed for them | highly liveable homes.
inside the new home. Tor \ This issue is dediinstance, the mantle in'the l cated to that interest,
new living room was taken | an attempt to interest!
from the old homeplace, | those who are able to'
but even though it had to | construct,'
remodel,
be curtown to'fit the living | paint up, clean-up, and
room, none of the beauty
their property*
was lost. It was cut to fit 1| fix-up
Not all can or will.
the new living room in that
it originally stood in aroom
This issue contains f
that had a ceiling I3-feet |v just
very few of the f
high. When it was placed g many a beautiful
in s
in the new home, the mantle 4 teresting homesand
in the L
was treated and painted
Chester
area,
the
own§
white to compliment the
r s of which graciously »
wall color and Tennessee |£econsented
to
allow
them
marble was added at its | t o be featured by this ^®
base.
Other;
In the living room, egg 2 newspaper.
will be featured J
shell colored walls are || homes
at
a
later
date
in
ano- I
complimented
by light Sther homes issue olani
green carpet, green velvet gned
for
"early
in
1972..
chairs, a beige velvet sofa gThe staff of The Repor- ;1
and other handsome furn- Ster has attempted tode- ;
ishings that include an old gpict homes which have \
plantation solid mahogany gstories to tell.
desk that belonged to Guy's
We hope you like this
grandmother who pur- * gissue
will support !
chased it off a covered wa- |these and
who \
gon. * Atop the desk is the § made itadvertisers
possible.
family Bible, filled with
family history..
For the formal dining
DOWN WITH TSASH
room, the Darby s chose
Queen Anne dining furniTrash disposal, a major enture which was purchased vironmental problem, , may
locally at less cost than get an"1 assist from a new
could have been purchased
elsewhere, the Darby's major electric appliance, the
said. Suspended from the Whirlpool Trash Masher comceiling over the dining pactor, which can reduce a
room table is a handsome . week's -worth of trash—incolonial-style chandalier, x eluding food wastes, cartons,
which took three months bottles, aerosol cans—down
for delivery. The infor- to a little bag. Compactor can
mal dining area off the be installed under a kitchen
kitchen features an antique counter or used as a free(Continued on Page 10-C)
standing unit.

\ Other Homes
jTo Be Featured!
In 1972 Issue

THE F. GUY DARBY HOME AT SEVEN OAKS

Our store is not
just a man's world....
we love ladies, too!

WE WILL:

MIX PAINT TO THE SHADE OF YOUR

BACKYARD MUMS--HELP YOUR HUS3AND WITH HIS DO-ITYOURSELF PROJECTS--CUT LUMBER TO THE EXACT SIZE
YOU WANTBUT, BEST OF ALL, WE'LL HELP YOU
WITH ALL YOUR BUILDING NEEDS. PAINTS. HARDWARE,
LUMBER. TOOLS.

ff R A Z £ R
XOlSSTKlir
nnM Sf
Z f Pf iP f v l
tMTKIIClHM
STiEET

CHEST Ei, S.C.

PHONE 385-6633
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GET SET GROW!

ON YOUR MARK

Whether it be a new home,

BRiN

DAY WALKER

MURRY LUMBER CO.

DONNIE MURRAY
MURRY LUMBER CO.

E . L . CAMBELL
CONTRACTOR

an addition lo your home
or business properly,we can handle ALL
your building supplies.
Call us lor a FREE estimate,
we'll be glad to serve youi

HENRY DAVIS
REPAIR CARPENTER

LUMBER CO
CALL THE
"HOUSE DOCTOR"

"YOU RING
ERWIN DUMBAR
MURRY LUMBER CO.

BILL BRANHAM

TRACY BRANHAM

CONTRACTOR

x

.WE BRING"

PHONE 385 3200
GADSDEN STREET
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Decorating Is
The1 In Thing'
The term, eclectic, is
used to describe the mixing
of styles. It means to select and choose those furnishings that personally
appeal to you and combine
them Into a fetal look to
express your own individnal-raste- and the way youwish to live.
Although the use of the
word - eclectic - to des*
cribe a way of decorating
is relatively new, it goes
back for centuries to the
Greek - eklektikos - meaning to select and to gather.
In English, it means a composition of elements drawn
from various sources.
TIIH COOGLER'S LIVING room features 18th century
Instead of looking for
items that match, or are reproductions in the Sheraton and Fnglish furniture with
from the same historical
period, the eclectic decorator simply selects pieces
that she likes, regardless
of their heritage. She may
mix natural materials with
the newest man-made products; furniture in wood
tones with painted colored
finishes; antiques with modern. For example, a modern room becomes more
exciting, and even more
modern, when a Chippendale chair is added for contrast.
The eclectic approach is
growing in popularity because we have a greater
choice today than ever before. Almost every style
and color in home furnish-,
ings is available in all' ,
price ranges. We travel
more and, in general, ourX
^cultural opportunities are
^greatly advanced. We see
more aful^ we like more
and we can afford more. It
is difficult lo limit ourselves to one certain way
of furnishing our home..
The
most' important
guide to choosing horfie furnishings for an eclectic
look is to know what you
like and loveeverythingyou
CUlk'ift. Uiu the same theory for shopping that you
apply to deciding the books
you read. the_movies you
wish to see and places you
most like to visit. Your own
personal taste will serve to
unify the various elements;
if you select items you like,
they will share certain similarities. Perhaps they
are very graceful and feminine or comfortable and
easy going.
And perhaps most importani. each piece of furnisture has its own per- '
sonality and its own storv
to tell.

a Georgian mantle and Williamsburg cornices at the windows.

your first problem is
mortgage money, see

Tables

Together

When they are the same
shape, and same .size, an
interesting coffee table is
the result of simply putting
two well designed smaller
tables together for a feeling of Importance, in front
of a sofa. Make sure, how- ,
ever, that they arcv small
in scale, and when ~placed
together do not overpower
the smaller sofa or love *
seat.
The beauty of these smaller pieces is that their use,
in the same home, and the
same room can be varied
from time to time. The
more creative homcmaker
develops a fine faculty of
visualization, and every
woman loves to change the
- furniture around.

CHESTER

SINCE 1 9 0 3 '

BUILDING & LOAN ASSN.

L
The tight money market is loosening up. That means we're able to make
more Mortgage Loans... and ifs easier for you to get one.

For

sensible financing and sound advice on how to choose your home, bring
your mortgage money problems to us. Fast, confidential service.
Now . . . It's Easier to Finance Your New Home
156 GADSDEN ST.

IN THE VALLEY
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IDEAS!

PARADEof

GREAT
ONE
COAT
PfllMT

FUME
PROOF!
(BRUNING) #514™?

.

i

'•-CT4'

.,

!'

Dub's Very
Special S p e c i a l s . . .
FLAIR

B r u T o n e H o m o g e n i z e d Vinyl Flat
h<i' b o d i e d for i n t e n s e h i d i n g p o w e r '

FLOOR ENAMEL
AND
FLAIR

Clean tools in water
Iis#
f* h
i . "f iadcohl ii iouni 1 U U I U f o
' 11

p tA* jr

-

(BRUNING)

Hurry...Limited Selection
Of Colors Left

Give your
home the

BRIGHT
LOOK w»h

INTERIOR

VINYL &
SEM-IGLOSS

• Won't drip or splatter

. . . is the Bruning Ext&ior House Paint
recommended for use in industrial locations. Its enamelized film and special
formulation give it a Tiigh resistance to
the attack of chemical fumes and vapors.
Its high mildew resistance makes it superlative for use in all tidewater areas.

$2.95 |

0

GALLON

^CRO-MATCHP

FOR INTERIORS AND EXTERIORS

— NEW (BRUNING)
1

VINYL EPOXY
Plaster
Wall board MASONRY

if
*
ir Asbestos shingle
P A I N T
•fa Concrete and cinder ' •
•
blocks

$575
GAL.

Over 900 paint colors mixed
on-the-spot for you... by Bruning!

Select colors like butterscotch, gooseberry, cotton
candy, talc, strawhat, maple sugar, arabian yellow
. . . over 900 exciting paint colors and shades mixed
instantly and accurately by the Bruning MicroMatched Colorant Dispenser! Stop in today for new
home decorating ideas from Bruning!
Available in all types of interior and exterior Brunmg finishes.

BUILDERS
Of CHESTER

PHONE 3774249

CHESTER, S.C.
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Darby Home
(Continued from Page 6-C)
oak dining suite owned by
Guy's grandmother and
mother.
Each room in this trilevel, 10-rbom home is tastefully decorated. Mrs.
Darby decorated the entire
home as well as made the
drapes.
There are a number of
interesting features in the
home, including an extra
large playroom for the
children in the basement
of the .home, so large that
it is roomy enough for a
good-sized square dance
or a basketball court. Each
of the bedrooms is furnished according to the expressed desires of the children. Off the master bedroom is a handsome dressing or powder room that
has blue carpet, white and
gold design features and
gold and crystal chanda-.
liers to add that exquisite
touch.
The den, however, has
that special appeal with
enough of the feminine

touch and that of the male
to make It a most liveable area of a house. The
panelled walls are complimented by
exposed
beams taken from the original Darby homeplace.
The den mantle adds that
rustic touch in that it was
constructed from a beam
also taken from the old
Darby homeplace. Atop
the mantle is a family heirloom, a clock that is over
100 years of age. Also,
an old time wagon wheel'
topped with glass, makes
for an attractive and useful table. On one wall in
the den is the picture galary showing the family
coats of arms and members
of the Darby family.
In brief, the Darby Home
at "7 Oaks" is a striking
example of "Living-At Its
Finest" in ChestefrlCQjjnty
and
how a^fSrm-clvic
minded family use^l its ideas, skills and talents to
make their's a most comfortable and handsome
home.

Snips Help H a n d y m a n ,
Speed Cutting J o b s

- A FAMILY HEIRLOOM, a clock over 100 years old, tops the mantel which is cony swuctcd from a beam taken from tHe old Darby homeplace, in the den of the F Guv
Darbys at "T^Claks."
'

Local Stories, Photos, Advertising,
And Layout By The
Chester Reporter Staff

Need to renew some flashings around the house? Replace a section of rain gutter
or spout, or cut some vinyl
tiles for a new kitchen floor?
To turn the life of the
home handyman brighter,
there's a new type of metalcutting snip that will help
with all these jobs. It's called
a pipe and duct snip.
This compound-action snip
is especially useful in cutting
leaders, gutters and sheet
metai pipes and ducts, or
even vinyl tiles.
It can make its own holes
for starting, will cut through
double layers or seams and
is designed to give a clean
cut without distorting edges.
- fK safety factor is that waste
metal curls up and forward

out of the pipe and duct
snip's jaws and cannot cut
the operator's hand.
Some basic rules to follow
when working with metal
snips are suggested here, by
J. Wiss and Sons, makers of
pipe and duct snips.
Always cut with snip handles at right angles to the
metal. Slanting makes cutting difficult and may spring
the blades.
In starting a cut, line up
the upper blade with the
scribed line and hold the rip
just above the plane of
the work.
^—
Cut with even pressure,
making short strokes, especially on curves.

QUEEN ANNE dining furniture is used in the forma)
dining room at the Darby's "7 Oaks" home. Also enhan-N THE LIVING ROOM in the Darby home feammo
, K,
cure
cing the room is a colonial style chandelier.
velvet chaiVs. The drapes at thee wwinrtrmJ
® a b e 'ge velvet sofa and two green
l n d o w s ,?
were designed and made by Mrs. Darby.

Wednesday, May 26, 1971 The Chester Reporter

"Livine At ItzJKnest
rMWkr Chester S Nicer Place to Live--
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Sidney P. Kersey Family Adds Continen
Flair To 96-Year-0ld Chester Home

A continental flair interwoven with family antiques and modern, tastefully chosen furnishings
' make the Sidney P. Kersey
: home at 113 Pine Street
a most handsome addition
"to the community.
The home is not new; in
fact, |t is nearing its centennial. The _house was
constructed in 1875 by th^
' Purity {
Presbyterian
Church as a manse and used
as the home of .many noted
pastors of the church until
the present manse was built
on York Street, at which
time the _ old manse was
purchased by Josiah and
Daisy Cuthbertson, the parents of Mrs. Kersey and
beloved Baptists. It has
remained in the family
since.
Mrs. Kersey's childhood
home underwent extensive
renovations in 1966 when
Mr. and Mrs. Kersey and
their two sons, SJcip and
Kip, returned to Chester
to make their home. Lieutenant Colonel Kersey retired that year from professional military service,
U.S. Army, after some 30
years, and the Kerseys

brpught with them a number of furnishings purchased in their many travels abroad with the military or on their own.
A visitor in the handsome home will find such
foreign influences as Persian rugs, large and small,
from Iran; a grandfather
clock in the hallway that
came from Germany; a
^teakwood screen wood divider from India; an eyecatching copper tray-moun ted on teakwood legs with
the large tray purchased by
the Kerseys in.Iran; a collection of small spoons
from'
Israel, Germany,
Denmark, Holland,' Tokyo,
Korea, and F.uropean countries, and many other items
of interest.
These items, attractive
as they_are, do not appear
amiss in the midst of beautiful antiques from the
Cuthbertson family. The
living room, a warm, comfortable room in provincial
gold,'presents a striking
setting with antiques tastefully intermingled with furnishings of foreign extract.
The provincial gold walls
compliment
the antique

love seat and chairs and
a beautiful ornate mirror
with a marble topped shelf
table at its base. Adding
that extra color is the large

Persian rug.
Another extremely handsome room in the Kersey
home, a 10-room, four-bath
structure, is the den, a

room that appears to be as
comfortable and liveable as
it is handsome. One wall
is almost entirely an open
(Continued on Page 13-Q

The Sidney P. Kersey Home On Pine Street

LET OS HELP
WITH TOOK

HOT WEATHER !S

SUMMER
HOUSE CLEANN
IG

"Dinner Time"
FOE MOTHS

*DRAPES

....Laundered or dry cleaned, our service will
give new life to your drapes and add beauty to
your home.

11

mm ?:

•BLANKETS

....Summer blankets should be througfily clean ed NOW before peing needed; heavy winter
blankets should be cleaned and properly stored.

Protect Your Clothes
AND PROVIDE A "Summer Closet

• BEDSPREADS

....Let us launder or dry clean your bedspreads to restore their life and vitality
once more--another "heavy" cleaning job
taken care of by usl

99

FOR ALL YOUR WINTER GARMENTS

BRING THEM
IN TODAY FOR

FREE STORAGE

Bring Your Clothes To Us And We'll Dry Clean Them
And Moth Proof Them, Seal Them In Mildew- Proof,
Moth-Proof Containers And Store Them For The Winter
YOUR CLOTHES ARE INSURED-THERE*S ROOM IN YOUR
CLOSET-AND YOU'RE FREE OF WORRY-ALL YOU
DO IS 3RING THEM IN AND PICK THEM UP NEXT WINTER!

GARMENT REPAIR
EXPERT ALTERATIONS
OF ALL KINDS.
ONE-DAT SERVICE!

ONE HOUR

MARTINIZING

CHURCH STREET

CHESTER, S.C.

vACROSS FROM PEOPLES PLAZA
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Kersey (Continued from Page 12-C)
doorway, while two walls
are white and the third,
facing the doorway, is papered in a textured material in deep red hue. This
room is tastefully decorated in modern furniture
and proves an ideal setting
for reading, watching television, relaxed conversation or spending what lei<sure time the Kersey family may salvage from hectic school-oriented schedules. Both Col. and Mrs.
Kersey are teachers in the
county school system and
their "at 'home-son". Rip,
is to be graduated from
Chester High on Thursday.
Their other son. Skip, is
married and is now an engineer with a major oil
company in Louisiana.
The- dining room of the
Kersey home features
handsome antiques that
were from the Cuthbertson
family. Mrs. Kersey also
has a fine collection of cut
glass, as well as9 a corner
hiifr-h .COT???*!??*??

Making Chester

rnllpr-

tion of oil lamps, tea*cups
and tea pots. The room is
made even more attractive
by a large crystal chandelier suspended from the
ceiling and by a large Persian rug covering a major
portion of the floor.
Appliances of coppertone
are featured in the renovated kitchen area of the
home, which is the area .
more drastically changed
in recent years. A breakfast room off from the kitchen gives a cheerful atmosphere. Blue print wallpaper and a cabinet built
into the wall that contains
a collection of dishes, pitchers, etc. in onion pattern, give this room a colorful and cheery appearance. White curtains atthe
window set off thereto cifihions in ladder back chairs
that surround a handsome
oval table. .The Kerseys
chose an oval tubular braid
.rug of""red and brown to
compliment the room.
The remainder of the
downstairs of the Kersey
home includes the master
"bedroom which features a
large, high, four-poster
antique bed, flanked by blue
night stands with marble
tops. Also featured in this
room is a large antique
wardrobe. Located off the
master bedroom is a combination dressing room- —
bath in which the blue and
white color scheme is used.
Upstairs, the visitor will
find three bedrooms, two
baths and a storage room
led to by a stairway covered with carpet of a dark
colored floral design.
In all, the Kersey homs
is an impressively handsome one that provides a
relaxed atmosphere in elegant surroundings.

Photos Of
Kersey Home
May Be
Found On

Page 13-C

Homes Better
To Live In For
Over 24 Years!
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113-117 MAIN STREET
CHESTER, S.C.

CASH, OR CREDITHE' RE EASY TO 00
BUSINESS HiTtti
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GUARANTEED
HOME INSTALLATIONS
Sears

FRANK McKINNEY
Home ImproTement
Specialist
for all kinds of
home improyementa

ENJOYING AN EARLYMORNING snack in the breakfast room of the Sidney P. Kersey
home on Pine Street is their son. Rip, shown seated at the oval table. The wood rack on
the wall contains a collection of small spoons from various countries, assembled by
Mrs. Kersey.

* HEATING SYSTEMS

* ROOFING

ir AIR CONDITIONING

* SIDING

* CARPET

•

BATHROOMS

* FENCING

•

KITCHEN

FREE ESTIMATES—C^CCME AND SAVE!

Anytime You Need to
Buy Or Sell Real Estate..

2^ Y T S 385-6101 NIGHTS: 385-5513
CALL:
Sears has a credit plan to suit your needs

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
HUDSON STREET

x

CHESTER, S.C.

let us MOID Me
BAG/

l
FINANCING

APPRAISALS

ALL
SUMMER
LONG

WE KEEP
TOUR CLOTHES
CLEAN & SAFE
FROM MOTHS
FOR YOU!!

... Collins Rings The Bell!
IF- YOU'RE BUYING, SELLING, TRADING, OR BUILDING - THINK
FIRST OF JOE COLLINS REAL ESTATE. I HAVE NEW AND OLD
HOMES, RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
SITES: TRACTS FOR DEVELOPING AND FARMS. I CAN GIVE YOU
COMPLETE ASSISTANCE IN LOCATING WHAT YOU NEED CUSTOM
BUILDING, APPRAISING, TRADING AND FINANCING OF ALL TYPES.

JOE COLLINS REAL ESTATE
132 YORK STREET

PHONE 38 5 - 5 7 3 5

ITS A BAD DAI WHEN I HAVEN'T
DONE SOMETHING FDR A CLIENT"

-ALSO

DOING YOUR SPRING CLEANING?
WE'LL CLEAN YOUR DRAPES
AND FURNITURE COVERS TOO!!!

BROOKS
SANUONE CLEANERS
201 GADSDEN ST.
PHONE 3 8 5 - 5 1 0 5

Vednesday, May 26, 1971
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FOR LIVING
AT ITS
FINEST...
it's

M
I PROVEMENT TM
IE
let CITY SHEET METAL give you

"ALL SEASONS" COMFORT
ALL TYPES HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
...OIL, GAS, ELECTRIC!
F i r e p l a c e I s F e a t u r e I n Frank G o o g l e r Den

The ALL-fiEW Y O R K
CHAMPION H I m a y b e i n s t a l l e d a s
close as 6 inches from your h o m e . . .
Most
Shrubbery

Others

Can't
or

Without

Discoloring

Ruining
Wall

Finish

a/ mM# />eau£^utf
GeptonAs &n/yen#'

low silhouette Champion IE outdoor section fits
snugly, most anywhere, and its vertical air discharge
permits shrubbery to be planted all around it, if desired.

Better Air Conditioning at a Better Price
orvrsoN ot tosgyAJNg com*xnow

STOP BT SOON
AND SEE WHAT'S NEW IN
FURNITURE FOR TOUR HOME
...YOU'LL LIKE WHAT YOU SEE!!

u

WHITE-WRIGHT

FURNITURE COMPANY
ON THE H I L L

CHESTER,

S.C.

fromWO R
WE WORK
WONDERS
WITH

SHEET
METAL

MODERNIZE AND PROTECT WITH.

GUTTERING
REPLACE
FAULTY
GUTTERING
NOW!

CALLUS!

CITY SHEET
METAL WORKS

R.P. COLLINS
D.P. FLENNI KEN

2I3 6A0SDEN STREET
CHESTER, S.C.
PHONE 385-3774
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Nostalgic Touches
Add Personality
One of the good things about
today's home fashions is that
everything is "In fashion."
Never was there such an indulgence in individuality.
A look, for instance, t h a t is
being remembered with nostalgia is from a period loosely
termed Victorian, which covers anything from 150 years
ago up to World War I. Its key
is texture and pattern. It includes the bamboo so stylish
in Regency England in the
first part of the last century
to the paisley swirls of the Art
NouVeau styles of the Edwardian era one hundred years
later. It has a particular appeal for young homemakersj
far enough removed from it in
time so t h a t it no longer is
old fashioned, but just very
romantic.
There are "now" fabrics, furniture, wallpaper and accessories available in modern materials and with sturdier construction than the originals
ever provided. Bamboo itself is
fragile, so today's major manufacturers recreate the look in
wood, and even metal. Velvet,
of course, was one of the fav-,
orite fabrics of the era and it
reappears in crush-resistant,
stain-resistant versions such
as the plain and striated velvets in all the modern colors.
The beads t h a t hung and tinkled in many a 10th century
parlor and entrance hall have
become the unbreakable, light-

BEAUTIFUL ELEGANCE IS found in the living room of
the Sidney P . K e r s e y home at 113 Pine S t r e e t , C h e s t e r ,

Col. and M r s , Kersey blended antiques with f u r n i s h i n g s
of foreign extract to make this a most h a n d s o m e r o o m .
In a Jam

with

Spills

and

Spots?

...and all over your new
Drapes and Furniture Covers!!
l i l y A n t i q u e s F e a t u r e d In K e r s e y

D i n i n g Room

Don't let it get you in a
hassle..Just leave it with us
and depend on our expert care
and service to keep you
in the clean. The low cost
will please you.

BROOKS
ONE HOUR

CLEANERS
PHONE 3774115

110 ERWIN STREET

CHESTER, S.C.
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YOU Be the Judge
Most studies' confirm that
Selecting the right furniture style Is the key to a home- the homemaker who has spemaker's decorating problems. cific definite notions about
If a home Is to serve the style usually finds it easier
needs ot the family one of the and more satisfying when she
first things to consider Is that shops for home furnishings.
rooms are to be lived In and .
Accessories Important Too
furniture is to be used. A perfectly decorated room is not
Of course, you start with a
for the average home. The PLAN, and the furniture you
family might soon be saying,
"It's a nice place to visit, but select Is the most important.
we wouldn't w a n t to live It Is the carefully chosen accessory pieces that give a room
there."
Perhaps the first step should individuality, warmth and t h a t
be to decide how you want to "you" feeling.
. live. Should your home be forMake sure that the lamps,
' mal, Informal or casual, or mirrors,
curtains, and
somewhere between? Some down to pictures,
floor . . . the carh o m e m a k e r s know exactly peting allthebecome
of the
what they- want, others have PLAN, depending part
the use
a vague idea, and still others to which the room on
be put,
are completely lost when it and the family t h awill
t will live
comes to selecting furniture in it.
styles.
Many times the salesman
Next, determine what you
like or dislike and why. By who takes care of you In the
analyzing what appeals to your retail store furniture is decotastes, you can then look for rator oriented, and can help
these same characteristics in you. Take all room measurements. Be sure that a color
furniture design.
Styles of furniture have scheme, a basic one, has been
decided upon. Know where
evolved over long period of your big pieces will be located
time, and the best designs of and what the center of intereach era have survived.
est of the room is to be . . .
where the traffic area is best
Styles
developed. Distribute the
Today's furniture falls chief- weighty pieces around the
ly into three broad style cate- room — not all on one side.
gories: Classic or Traditional, This achieves balance and diCountry and Contemporary, rects the traffic flow harmoniand Modern.
ously.
T r a d i t i o n a l includes t h e
classic and formal styles. Since
much of It was originally designed for royal courts and
nobility, it has been associated
with elegance and formality.
The court styles of each country were copied by native
craftsmen. These simplified
versions are referred to as
provincial, country or rural.
Contemporary f u r n i t u r e
may retain some traditional
elements while maintaining
basically functional design.
Modern design Is a complete
deviation from the past. Its
design lies In its simplicity.
Lines are functional and without ornamentation.
Today's homemaker would,
more t h a n likely, select from
each of these categories to express her own individual per" son*llty.
r StyleN^
One of the most popular f u r niture styles Is Early American^ Young married often select modern-styled homes or
apartments. It seems to suit
their budgets, and they also
feel1 that
that itit cap
cap be mixed with
other styles as their, means
grow, and tastes change.
Women who want to achieve
a mood of elegance and formality usually choose French
and Italian Provincial.
Women who are alert to current trends are often attracted to Spanish or Modern styles.

HE WANTED A BRASS BED, SO HE MADE ONE! Joe W. Collins, whos* home on York
Street i s f e a t u r e d e l s e w h e r e in t h i s s p e c i a l I s s u e , showed h i s Americaft^ngenuitx in cms
bed which he c o n s t r u c t e d . Like many, " M r . J o e " . . a local r e a l ^stfite d e a l e r , wished to
have a b r a s s bed to place in his home, but fie didn t a p p r e c i a t e exactly ^he p r i c e s of the
few he was able to s e e , s o he made one. Taklng the king-size bed, Collins selected a
two by f o u r piece of wood, d r i l l e d holes in it, and fashioned b r a s s r a i l s in the holes to
make a handsome and modern-looking "head board", so to speak. The b r a s s r a i l s a r e
actually b r a s s curtain r o d s cut the d e s i r e d length by M r . Collins t o give an a r t i s t i c
touch. So, you want a b r a s # bed? Make one!
t
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For Living At Its Finest....
Don't Forget The Outside Of Your Home!

..LET C & B EXCAVATN
IG

Add Beauty & Improve

the
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Collector's Corner
The increasing passion for
collecting, together with display ana storage problems in
small apartments, Is making
the etagere (pronounced at-a.very popular in today's
Translated freely as a curio
cabinet, what-not, or freestanding bookcas., the average height of the etagere is
confrom six to seven feet, co
talnlng
shelves.
a half icBi ui
-----some cases,
O , lit
b can be
w v half thi^
j
width and two are often used
side by side, or individually on
either side of a fireplace or
sofa. They are even used as
elevated night tables on each
side of a bed.
Major furniture manufacturers are aware of the increasing Importance of tne
etagere and each has at least
one or two in its line. They re
becoming available In every
style: from Mediterranean and
Spanish to the Country Look
and Modern.
,
Besides the homemaker s Increasing attention to decorative accent furniture, the etagere mixes exceptionally well.
A reproduction 18th century
|
e will add a personal, lnd touch to a modern
. And a cool steel and
i will add just the
• to a room full
of traditional furniture.

Value Of Your Home!
D0N

'T

F0RSETi

YOUR HOME IS JUDGED
BY THE APPEARANCE
OF YARD AND LAWN
LET US HELP YOU
IMPROVE IT !

NOW IS THE TIME TO ADD

ASPHALT DRIVEWAY

We Can Handle The Job From Start To Finish
WE OFFER THESE SERVICES:
•Bulldozing tLand Clearing
•Land Leveling • Ponds Built
•Swimming Pools
»Asphalt Paving • Landscaping
• Moving
•Hauling
•Warehouse Storage

COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL

SHEETS- DRIVEWAYS - MHIHS UTS

C & B EXCAVATING COMPANY
-—"•

• -

PHONE 3151141
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Mix Styles, Material^o^ndmduaW^^
The
strongest
"look"
emerging in the 70s is a
mix. The combination of
various styles and materials can result in a total
e f f e c t that* is personal
and individual.
Furniture design originated
as an art form and has always
flourished during peaks of culHural appreciation.
Today a renewed interest in
the arts is being expressed in
all areas of the world, and
never in history has there been
such an abundance of furniture designs available: furniture of good design in every
price range and style. The
homcmaker's decisions are no
. longer dictated by practicality.
She may indulge her taste and,
at the same time, stay within
her- budget in furnishing a
home the entire family can
enjoy.
New miracle finishes and
advanced textile technology
have provided even suedes,
crushed velvets and other softly textured fabrics, that wear

easier and result in an elegant
look that is comparatively care
free.
With choice virtually unlimited. we no longer simply
furnish a home. We are artists
in the sense that we are selecting to >*press our individual
taste."'
„
Our growing sophistication
in the world of art and the
•availability of design in aU
areas is resulting in a new
style of decorating. The emphasis is being placed on individual expression rattter
than the reproduction of any
one particular period or style.
The homemaker can expect to
see more mixing of furniture
styles and materials for a less
decorated, more personal effect. This style of decorating
is referred to as "eclectic. If
this word is new to you, don e
feel uncomfortable. It has just
recently come into use by professional decorators.
witn ease. n«e way you -----and combine the styles will
add individuality to your
home.

YES!

WE BUILD HOMES
CUSTOM-BUILT HOMES
PAINTING STRIPES of any
width is easy now, thanks to
a striping tape, to be found
in hardware and auto supply
stores and departments. It's
"Auto Pak" tape from 3M
Company.

BUILT ANYWHERE!
HOMES FOR SALE
NEW AND RENOVATED - OR

WE WILL BUILD YOUR HOME
TO YOUR SAfiSFSCTIOH. BRING US YOUR
PLAN FOR AH ESTIMATE, OR WE HILL BE
GLAD TO CREATE PLANS TO SUIT YOUR
NEEOS AND ARRANGE FINANCING.

MR. & MRS. AL PINCELLI
PINE LAKHS DEVELOPMENT
LOOKS LIKE a crayon, yet
glues paper to almost anything, does this unusuallypackaged new paper glue.
Designed to take the mess out
of gluing, it's Rub 'N' Glue
by U. S. Plywood.

WE TRADE HOMES

MR. RONNIE ATKINSON
PINE GROVE DEVELOPMENT

FOR SALE AT WHISPERING HILLS
DEVELOPMENT OFF JETER STREET
BULLETIN BOARDS in fruit
designs—appte. orange, lemon
lSe^Uc«-bri«fat«i modern U f c W - They're made
from Fome-Cor board by
Monsanto; this one has a
Mylar surf ax*.
M

Building or fixing-up9
Living at At It's Finest
starts with Leitner!

LEITNER CONSTRUCTION CO.
233 GADSDEN STREET

CHESTER, S . C .

PH: 3 8 5 - 5 2 4 2
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CLIFF DELANCEY AND ALL THE FOLKS AT
CHESTER FARM CENTER INVTTE *
YOU TO COME BY AND SEE THEIR
WIDE VARIETY OF MERCHANDISE
FOR SPRING PLANTING!
•

•

•

"Complete Line Animal & Pet Feed....
"Complete Line Garden Seed....
'Potting Soils... 'Insecticides....
•Weed Killers... 'Other Garden &
Flower Plants

All
Check
These j ?
Plants... #

*AZALEAS
'BUXAFOLIA
•HOLLY
SASSANQUA
ROSE BUSHES

•
•

Bashed Wire
Baler Twine

•MANY, MANY 7&
MORE
"-

Complete
Selections
At The
Right
Prices!

^AND

BUY NOW & SAVE
Cliff DeLanceyv Manager
Wilson St. Ext

Phone 377-1611

Chester, S.G.
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Victorian Look
Becoming Popular
Victorian Is the name to be
aware of In coming furniture
trends. Yes . . . Victorian . . .
the gaslight era, feather boas,
c»rvy sofas and marble-topped
tables.
Victorian has captured not
only the eye of antique dealers
and decorators, but the Imagination of the "now" generation.
To the antique dealer, Victorian now means "legitimate"
— the furniture is officially
antique, past . t h e 100-year
mark. To the decorator, Victorian means lush fabrics, rich
wood finishes and unlimited
possibilities for mood-setting.
To the "now" generation.
Victorian means "doing your
own thing" and "finding your
bag." Victorian is a complete
breakaway from stereotype
living. Its whimsy and charm
have "grabbed"; individualists
— just like granny glasses and
maxi-skirts.
Of course, Victorian style
furniture has long enjoyed the
favor of the privileged classes.
Its elegant styling and ornate
embellishments appealed to
those people who could put It
In a proper setting. Victorian
furniture Is found In many of
the great homes and historical buildings of England and
America.
Eclectic l.ook
Decorators today are finding
that- Victorian pieces -fit the
eclectic look, so strlved for by
many young moderns. Victorian styling goes well with
Queen Anne, William and
Mary and Colonial periods.
Console tables, occasional
chairs, and love seats are most
often used as accent pieces.
The Victorian era was a
strange mixture of sentimentality. primness and respectability. It was the age of progress. the industrial revolution
and romantic novelists. Dickens probably reflects this age
of paradox best in his depiction of poverty, child labor,
debtor's prisons, the worst so-,
cial evils that somehow are"
solved, by a romantic twist of.
plot that leads to a happy
ending.
Characteristic chairs of Vic- torian styling have oval or
horseshoe-shaped backs and
seats, upholstered, some button-tufted. and with seats
crowned in the center. Arms
are curved and low, often a
simple extension of the seat
rail. Occasional tables are usually round, oblong or oval and
many have marble tops.
Reproductions of Victorian
furniture, particularly American reproductions, often simplify lines of the more ornate
antiques. Massive original designs are often scaled to proportion creating a lighter look.
Modern upholstery techniques
have made seats more comfortable: plush fabrics such as
velvets, brocades and brocatelles. brighten and glamorize
the furniture and at the same
tilfie offer more durability because of chemical treatment.
Aid for the amaleur gardener is a new border fork,
made by Wilkinson Sword
Tools. The solid stainless
steel digging fork has a fourlined head.

IF YOU 'VE GOT AN IDEA.....
WE'VE GOT, THE MATERIAL!

BBBBEI*

mssmsm mmMrnrn

« E E 3 2 H 3 » JrtimdrliM*

W.O. WYLIE
Teakvtsd
Found
Hoae

PHONE 385 5748

HAMILTON STREET

L U M B E R CO,
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THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
and the better life....

REMODELN
IG
DECORATN
IG
A

REEMRS
Why Not Live The
Better Life Now!
Get A Peoples Loan Today!
It's tine to nake those needed hone
improvements. You could be enjoying^—
improved home coifort
of additional space, an extra bath,
a patio, or lodcrn heat and cooling.
You could be taking advantage of the
convenience of new, modern appliances
in your home--with a PEOPLES loss.
You could be enjoying color TV,
stereo hi-fi, e1ectronic enterlainient
galore.
Let PEOPLES bring the better life
into your hose.
Co«e in for fast, friendly service
on all your loan needs.

In Our All-New
Banking Building
peoples Plaza
Shopping Center

THE PEOPLES
NATIONAL BANK
OF CHESTER
FULL SERVICE
BANK

MEMBER
F.'D.I.C.

Bank On The People xAt Peoples For MORE1
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McKEOWN

FEED & SUPPLY

The Joe Collins Home, 132 York Street, Pictured in March Snow Scene

Entire Collins Family Had Say
In Renovating, Decorating
A home filled with furn- bright yellow exterior, for
ishings of historical siginside one will find the old
nificance and featuring a _ and the new blended just
spccial touch by cach memright to make for a highly
ber of the family is the Joe liveable home.
W. Collins home at 132
In short, it tells an inYork Street.
teresting story of the inThe old home, purchased genuity used by the memby the Collins in 1966, is as bers of one family in reinteresting inside as is its novating an old home.

The house itself dates
back to May, 1917, when
construction was completed under the competent
workmanship of a fine carpenter, J.C. Carpenter,
whose name may be found
inscribed inside a bedroom
closet.
The two-story
structure was constructed
for Bessie Hood Williams
and was known as the John
L. Williams homeplace.
Mrs. Williams, whose first
. husband, John R. Reddick
of Brooksfield,-. Fla., returned to Chester after Mr.
Reddick's death and was
later married to Mr. Williams. The home represents some of the finest
building materials available at thai time in theCarolinas. Work on the structure-was started in--1916with completion accomplished in May of 1917. It
was a large, roomy house
of status, featuring a long
hallway from the front entrance to the rear of the
house, steep stairs from
the rear, high ceilings and
long windows.
When Joe and Anne Collins purchased the old home
in 1966, Anne felt that she
finally had her 'dream
house" for which she had
saved clippings of beautiful home furnishings for
several years, neatly clipped from homemaker magazines and stowed away for
that awaited day.
Spending almost every
spare off-work minute in
remodeling the house, the
Collins used their ideas
and those of their children
who were just as excited as
their parents with the project. And, each one can
point with pride to some
particular improvement in
the house which they accomplished. For instance,
Richard, now in the Army,
mucn painting; 'Joe
,AN ANT1QUK HALLTRKK .in the Joe W. Collins home did
Too"
and his wife also painon York Street reflects a portion of the attractive foyer
ted
ajid
placed carpet; Nanof the house. Looking into the oval mirror, ons sees the
cy
Anderson,
their daughfront entrance and glass panels flanking it. The glass
ter
in
Hawaii, also made
panels were purchased by the Collins family from a bell pulls
for
the den winman in Tryon, N.C., who had gained possession of them dows -and shades;
Tassie
when he helped tear down the old Trinity College after would
come
home
Co spend
the collefge was moved to Raleigh to become a part of
Duke University.
(Continued on Page 26-C)

COMPLETE SERVICE
GltfE YOUR GROUNDS NEW BEAUTY
AND ADD TO THE VALUE OF YOUR
HOME. FROM LANDSCAPING TO LAWN
CARE, COUNT ON US TO HELP YOU
WITH TRUE OUTDOOR BEAUTY.

TREES, SHRUBS, PLANTS,
SEEDS,,6RASS
We have one of the
largest;selections in
this area with a complete

stock

small

shrubs

from
and

trees to mature specimens. For free home
consultation call us.

SHADE AND
FRUIT TREES

Complete Line Garden
and Lawn Fertilizers

ONE-STOP GARDEN SHOP
We have everything
for

your

including

garden
stepping

stones, blocks, flagstrip,

lawn

curbs,

and

insect-

tattices

icides. We give free
advice

B

for

do-it-

yourselfers. Shop us.

Garden Tools, Top Soil, Stone,
Gravel & Fill Dirt

McKEOWN

FEED & SUPPLY

113 COLUMBIA STREET

DIAL 377-3131
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A
STRANGER
May Be Coining To See You!
IF HE DOES it's likely he will open his brief case and offer you a proposition abbut building products and supplies that will be so glowing in price and
promises that you might be led to think it is the chance of your lifetime.
BEFORE YOU ACT. . .stop and consider what guarantee you'll have on this
job from start to finish - provided this man doesn't get your money iwthc
way of a substantial down payment. • .and then never return.
THESE STRANGERS always seem to appear on the scene this time of year,
especially when the weather is nice.
THEY HAVE "FAST" DEALS and in many instances their'products arc inferior to products you can buy just as easily at home from reputable dc?lers you know.
DON'T JUMP at their big offers. Be safe and check with reliable local
firms and find out If you are really getting a big bargain.

Before You Even Think Of
Signing A Fast Talker's Contract
Ask Yourself These 10 Questions!
IX) I know anything about this Salesman or his company?
Can the salesman or his company
give .me a local, recent reference?
Will the company be in existence and
financially able to fulfill its guarantee
(if any) in one, three or five years
from now? What finance company do
they sell your contract to and what is
the rate of interest?
Have I obtained a price on this job
covering the exact same specifications
from any local dealer or contractor?
Does the out of town company have
liability Insurance to protect me or my
property in case of an accident?

Do I know for certain the brand or
of material I will get?
6. quality
If something goes wrong with the job,
will the out of town company make it
7. good.
If-so, when?
Should I give my business to out of
"strangers which hurts local
8. town
businesses that employ local people?
Should I give my business .to out of
town strangers who don't pay local
9. taxes
to support our schools, our fire

department, our police protection?

In any event, isn't it better and safer
do business with my fellow towns10. tomen
and neighbors than with strangers?

This Message Brought To You By Members Of

CHESTER COUNTY BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
JIHKY BAKER
D. W. COX
WILLIS CRAlN
BUDDY LAWSON
FOY HELTON
J. 6. FAUST
GEORGE R. FERRELL, JR.
SAH FRAZER
PAUL FORD
B. A. LOWRY

EDDIE HAHRICK
SAH HICKUHBOTTOH
ALEXANDER JOHNSON
J.D. LEITNER
JOHN L. HcCOY
BILL HOYE
THEODORE MACON
DONALD B. HURRAY
S.L ROBBIHS

PENNY BAGLEY
ROY SIMPSON
L.A. SCHHEITERHAN
ROBERT J. SHANNON
W. CORNWELL STONE
DURANT TAYLOR
ARTHUR UNDERWOOD
BOBBY WYLIE
WILBUR WINSTEAD

/.
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Family Addition?

The Herbert Raileys Did
Planning for that new
family addition? The nursery in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Railey
of 124 College Street, a gift
from the maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. R.
Cook of Pinckney Road,
Chester, is planned in detail f^om the ceiling to the
carpeted floor.
As you enter the nursery through saloon-type
swinging doors, painted,
white and yellow, you find
that the color scheme isa mixture of various shades
with the furniture and carpet-in yellow. The furniture, consisting of a crib
covered with a white canopy; a triple dresser, a chest,
of drawers, and .a cradle,
is yellow accented by white.
One wall features a triple
window with gold tic-back
drapes and white semishcers Over white shades
appliqued with the baby's
name,
butterflies and
blocks,
framed
with
shelves holding dolls and
toys. The shelves are
painted pink with red
and blue polka dot wallpaper on the waH backing
them and at the baseboard
of the entire room. A window seat, covered with gold
New pocket-size hack saw
does the work of a big hack
saw, cuts angles and curves,
cuts in tight places where a
big saw can't. All-steel frame
holds regular hack saw blades.
It's the Mini-Hack utility hack
«»w fmm Stanlev Tools.

and- white brocade cushions, tops a unit of storage
drawers painted yellow,
green, and blue with red
trim.
Another handsome addition to the nursery is a willow rocker with gold velvet
cushions. The rocker,
handmade in Spain from
willow, was ..specially ordered from Picasant Point,
Pennsylvania.
The wall behind the crib
is wallpapered with pink
and blue kittens and puppies on a white background,
and a radiator beside the
crib is topped with green,
red, and yellow plastic
male figures climbing ladders for the baby's on joy menu-'
A sky blue ceiling is enhanced by a half moon and
stars over the crib, and
a hanging light fixture is
circled with cowboys and
Indians on horses.
Over the dresser, hanging on a pink wall, is an
oval mirror framed in blue
with Donald Duck and his
nephews at the base.
Mr. Railey and Mr. Cook
accomplished all of the
wallpapering,
painting,
shelf-building, and carpeting themselves, with decorating and arranging tips
coming from Mrs. Cook.
The Raileys are the parents of one son, Richard
"Karl
(Ricky),
eightmonths-old, for whom the
nursery was designed.

A MIXTURE of various shades with the predominant color of yellow is found in the
nursery of the Railey home. The crib, pictured above, shows the many eye-catchers
that a young child notices.

Versatile Chains Serve Dozens of New Uses
Resourceful homeowners
are finding.dozens of practical uses for chain.
Chains of proper strength
make easy, dependable supports for shelving, counters,
tables or even swinging sofas
and beds.
Hie two ba3ic types of

chain—welded, for tougher
lifting and holding jobs, and
weldless, for lighter chorescome in many different metals and finishes. Or, they can
be painted to match favorite
color schemes.
Home-made chain fences,
with chains fastened to metal

or wooden posts, can mark
off garden areas.
This is an easy handyman's
job and requires only a hammer, screwdriver, small chisel
and pliers with a good sharp
wire cutter, to cut sash rhnin
to needed lengths.

This Bank is part of today's generation!
We know you need more today... More things like
cars, air conditioners, appliances, personal loansAnd we want to loan you the money to buy them.
START LIVING.

THE

COMMERCIAL BANK
GADSDEN ST.

is

m
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SOUND THE TRUMPETS
Immediate Availability

1971 JMamtrewi

On All Mew

MM - B

__ . •

m

AIR C O N D I T I O N E R S
We're Out To Save You Money
P M N C E S S SERIES
Lightweight "Carry Home" Aluminum Chassis
50BA8
,5.000 BTU/hr
115 Volts

$9900

- <

8.5 Amps

C U S T O M S u p E R P R I N C E S S SERIES

, Cy Featuring Convenient Push-Button Control System arid
"Flex-O-Mount" Installation Kit
100BY12

10,000 BTU/hr

115 VoHs

12.0 Amps

OUR
PRICE

STATESMAN SERIES
Big Capacity

Big Performance

I8PBPC238. .18.000/17,500 BTU/hr..

SAVE
NOW

230/208 Volts 12.6/13.2 Amps

$27995
E

COMPARE OUR PRICES »

A KILLING

»»«

JUST A LIVING It

Town & Country
AUTO HOME CENTER INC.

PEOPLES PLAZA

N E X T D O O R T O PEOPLE'S D R U G

PHONE 377-1175
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Collins (Continued from Page 22-C)
the day and work with her
parents on many projects;
and Pickens (Pick) also
gave a helping hand to make
it a personal project for
the Collins family/with everything that went into it
having special meaning and
purpose in being there.
With the entire family
. pitching in, Mom and Dad,
however, led the way. Anne
describes Joe as the "real
genius" in the project in
that he took the ideas given
by her and their children,
interpreted them and put
them to work.
The long, high ceiled
hallway was altered with
the ceilings lowered; a
complete intercom system
was installed to allow
piped-in music or a visitor
at the front doortos(5eakto
those inside the house. An
elegant crystal chandalier
was suspended from the
foyer ceiling, complimented by the handsome, carpeted stairwell. The small
moulding in the home was
replaced with large, attractive mouldings, thanks
A
i* w k L C °MI-: AWAITS VISITORS to the Joe W second story of the structure over the stair railing, has
to the work and ideas of c.ollins home on York Street, not only from the extrovert- a touch of elegance in the use of this crystal chandelier,
Charlotte interior depora- ed residents, but from the handsome decor. The foyer of a velvet love seat, and walls covered with rich heavy textor Pinky^NJohnsort who the homo, as seen from this unusual shot taken from the tured paper imported from Germany.
came to Chester and advised the Collins on such antique items, are quite
things as the type mould- unusual. Remember Tracy
ings. chandalicrs, and o- Barnes, the man in the hot
'te_r eye-catching features. air balloon flight? Well,
Joe and Anne were highly the drapes are made from
complimentary of Johnson parachute material purand his untiring efforts to chased by Dames in Pennsuit them and make their sylvania. However, the
home more attractive.
material could not be wor' The Collins family, how- ked as Barnes desired for
ever, used a number of parachutes, so he sold the
their own ideas as they material to the Collins.
sanded, scraped, painted,
All rooms in the house
nailed., varnished, and have a special feature, but
planned their special home, one that proved to be a
they petitioned one large relaxing area for the soul
upstairs bathroom into is what is referred to as the
three scctiofts so three Florida Sun room, a room
persons could Bse the faci- enclosed in glass at the
lity at the same time. T h £ ^ rear of the house on the
selected a heavy imported second story. Featuring
Geqnan wallpaper for the fan-type wicker chairs and
foyer that gives a definite a sofa and much greenery-,
touch-of elegance.
Mrs. Collins finds this
And, special features in room to be ideal for comthe home include the useof fortable reading, sewing or
stained glass overlooking just passing the time away
the fcyer and stairwell, and - whenever—those precious
leveled glass, two panels moments are available.
of which side thefront'door
The rooms are large,
as well as those that side bright and cheerful, a prothe heavy oak rear door. duct of some two years'of
The glass and the heavy work by the entire family
oak door are believed to who made an enjoyable task
have been once used in the of hard work. The C.ollins
old Trinity (N.C.) College, family moved in September
which has since been mo- of 1968 into an old home
ved to Durljam and the old that had been refurbished
structure demolished. The but one in which much of
college is now known as the old flavor of the original
Duke I'niversity. Joe and home was preserved. Even
Anne Collins purchased the bright yellow exterior
I J-llb GIANT ANTIQUE BED, constructed by slave labor in the 1830's afCharleston
these items from a man at is almost identical to the is the predominant feature in the "gold room", as dubbed by this reporter, but more
T rinity who helped de- . Berkeley Yellow color the approriately called the guest room of the Joe W. Collins home on York Street. A gold
molish the old college original ^iome was first and green color scheme was used to give this room a look of elegance.
building years ago.
painted.
Also, the Collins were
Items of historical and have been built in Char- while another eye-catcher, tificial flowers in the base
riding one day and saw a sentimental
value are leston by slave labor. The purchased by a friend in
stack of old window shut- found throughout the house. item is valuable.. .and hea- Czechslovakia and pre- of the light fixture to comand add a warm
ters in a pasture. They It ranges from an old trunk vy, taking six to eight sented to them, hangs in pliment
hue to the den, the same
stopped and purchased the that once belonged to strong men to move.
the den. Another friend
shutters, learning that they Anne's mother in Pickens;
And, there is a cupboard of theirs came to Chester
had formerly been used in the extremely handsome in the den that was believed from Rock Hill one day to warmth that transcends
throughout the old home
the historic Mil|s Home in genuine teakwood chair in to have been brought a - arrange multi-colored, armade new.
Chester.' Two CM the shut- Richard's bedroom; an old cross the mountains in a
ters were trimmed and-re- spinning wheel in the hall- covered wagon.
worked to make striking way upstairs; to the colorWashing 45,000 Dishes Is Easy
The house is filled with
cafe doors that separate ful old foot-pedal organ,
the workroom from the kit- which Joe is said to play items of historical interJob for Modern Dishwashers
est, as well as modern
chen.
in his bare feet to the , 'furnishings, all worked toAnother interesting fea- family's enjoytoent.
The new appliance most but eliminated.
gether to make this a comture is a large bed, the
homemakers will want to
There is also an impresSome models have filtering
headboard for which was sive four-poster giant can- fortable and attractive
consider
is an electric dishmade by Joe who fashioned opied trunnel bed in the home.
washer. After all, it can cut devices that remove food parLight fixtures are spea "brass bed", improvised, guest room, that could easthe time spent doing dishes ticles after the wash cycle,
so they can't be redepo6ited
by at least one half.
from brass curtain rods ily be called the gold room cial in that there are 12 of
them in various sizes,
That's quite a saving, since during rinsing. Others liquefy
and a little wood.
because of the color shapes and descriptions!
particles
and flush them
the
average
family
of
four
Drapes in the living and scheme used and Its beauty.
uses about 45,000 dishes, away.
dining room areas of the The old bed has the date of The major -such feature is
the
large
crystal
chandapots,
pans,
in
a
year.
house, both rooms of which 1830 etched in the footGood news is that reduced
Today's dishwashers really prices go along with imare filled with beautiful board and is believed to lier suspended from the
high ceiling in the foyer.
do a job. Pre-rinsing is all proved performance.
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TREAT YOUR
HOME LIKE
YOUR CAR
•••

Now Is The Time For
A Summer Check-up
—HOW'S THE ROOF?
__NEED MORE SPACE?
-HOUSE NEED PAINTING?
-HOW ABOUT A PATIO?
—NEED NEW KITCHEN CABINETS? -FLOORING OKAY?
—WINDOWS OLD?
-NEED NEW HOME?
MI?U7
P
A
T
H
D
n
n
i
*
-WOOD PANELING?
. i i u ww u n JL u u v v i U

* So Give Your Living A Tune-up

MMME

INSIDE PAINT

COLORS

OUTSIDE
Acrylic Paint

GREAT FALLS

BUILDERS
SUPPLY

11
VOtt MASONRY ANO WOOD

WEATHERPROOF
ALKALI AND FADE
RESISTANT

L

No primer8 are required! You can paint any time even between showers. Goes farther, too -lesspalm
required. Speediest to apply . . . In actual painting
of Identical buildings, ordinary masonry palms took
16 man-hours, but Duraflex required only 51/2 manhours I

CHESTER ROAD
i

DIAL 482 2071

v • T •Vmr »•
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Bedrooms Designed For 'Round The Clock' Usage
Bedrooms are named for
their most obvious ingredient, and too often, that is
just where the decorating
ends.
Unlike the living room or
the den, many a bedroom is
furnished with little planning. Yet, this is the room
most likely to affect your
nigfu's sleep, your waking
mooa and your whole day.
Family,
Triends and
neighbors. . .all have some
influence on the rest of the
house. But the master becfe"
room is as expressive of
your personality as the
clothes you wear. Colors,
styles and furnishings
should all Repress preferences and interests.
..To transform the master bedroom into an informal room for parents when
children overfldw the rest
of the house, include armchairs, a chaise lounge or
a small sofa or a desk1.
And don't forget attractive
accessories andgoodlighting.

tion. Careful attention, of
course, must be given to
the specific lighting needed for reading and grooming.
Carpets or rugs, heavier
fabrics for drapery and
spread, and additional fabric hung on walls will absorb sound within and keep
outside noise to a minimum.
Vertical storage such as
the ' artnoire which has
hanging space as well as
drawers, and the "bachelor" chests, are space-saving marvels for either
men or women. Then all
the bedrooms needs is the
stamp of individuality. Be
it light, bright and extroverted, or a retreat,
make it very much your
own.
To t a l . Q a l a n c e
Formal balance results
from matched pairs while
in informal balance there
are no matched pairs. The
latter type requires more
judgment, but offers freedom of imagination. Results often are more exciting in informal balance
because they are unexpected. Formally and informally arranged groups in a
room creates total balance.

Almost everything goes
in today's bedroom, from
reducing machines to modern paintings and small
refrigerators or snack
bars. Rut the secret ingredients should always be
serenity, comfort and individuality.
Maxi-Kote.a new zinecoaV ~-\
Serenity comss from coing process, protects the finlor used in a balanced
ish on galvanized garbage
scheme and . distributed
pails, buckets and other
carefully with "the most
neutral shade for the larg- " homewares from rush, flaking
and exposure—gives eye
est expanses. Lighting
and floor protection.
helps too, with soft dif- appeal
Maxi-Kote
galvanized ware is
fused background illuminaby Empire-Reeves.

This 'Round the Clock bedroom is famished from American/Drew's Mantilla collection, designed by
Nor.,,an Hekler. Versa.,l.ty, luxury and c o n a r e all combined for many h o u r , of living

WHEN YOUR
' E SICK
YOU SEE A DOCTOR

WHEN YOUR
' E LOOKN
IG
FOR A HOUSE..
SEE DURANT TAYLOR!

IN MCH OF THE ABOVE SITUATIONS, YOU SEE
A PROFESSIONAL... YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MAKE
MISTAKES. AND RIGHT NOW THE DURANT TAYLOR COMPANY
CAN HELP YOU FIND YOUR HOUSE ON THEIR LARGE
LISTING.. . OR WE CAN -ARRANGE TO' HAVE YOUR
HOUSE CUST0M-3UILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

J|)£

DURANT TAYLOR COMPANY
385-3 111
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We shape a cooling
system to your home
Do you already
own a warm air
heating system?
If y o u do, you probably already o w n
the most co$tly half of a central air
conditioning system. If the system is a
modern one, it p r o b a b l y has a n air
mover large e n o u g h to handle air
conditioning. A n d ducts of ample size.
A n d registers in the proper location.
If y o u have such a system, the l o w
cost of a d d i n g air conditioning m a y
a m a z e you.

Basement Furnace Installation—The quiet,
compact Lennox condensing unit is installed
on a slab outside the home. Lennox cooling
coil is installed on your present warm air
furnace. Refrigerant lines connect the cooling coil to the condensing unit.

Crawl Space Installation — If your furnace is '
installed in a crawl space or closet, the
Lennox units are installed just as in the case
of a basement installation: Lennox condensing unit outside, Lennox cooling coil inside,
connected by refrigerant lines..

^Leqjlpx reStiapeS your Weather
Do you have electric
heat? Or steam heat?
Or hot water heat?
If you h a v e a non-ducted heating system, you can a d d cooling to your
^ h o m e at a reasonable cost, or give
consideration to a Lennox combination h e a ti n g /co o l i n g system.

LENNOX

Lennox Heat Pump Installation—An all-electric
unit that provides both heating and cooling
from a single source. Ducts can be installed
in crawl space, basement or attic.

CALLUS TODAY

^

*

AND GET;

L«nnox Blower-Coil Installation-Attic installation- in a home with existing radiant heat
(electric, steam or hot water). Overhead
ducts carry cool air to rooms. Lennox condensing unit is installed outside.

Free survey
and estimate
Fast, professional
installation

^

Finest Lennox equipment
ever offered

*

Easy payment plan

*

The best time of your life to buyand enjoy-all the benefits of
Lennox central air conditioning!

More families own Lennox central heating and air conditioning than any other brand.
Columbia
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CHESTER mum OfEHS BOOK:

Low Income Families Now Have 'Better Living' Facilities
Townhouse apartment - wise.
style living has made its
Chester Manor, which
appearance on the scene in has Mrs. Ann Wilson a s
Chester for moderate to local manager, is a new
low-income families.
• housing unit that opened its
The apartment units, 36 doors earlier this month
in all, make up Qbester Ma- with the first occupants
nor, located on Torbit
Street off Columbia, and paying their $25 security
give a more glamorous deposit and being certified
rnode of living for those lo- for occupancy. The new facal families whose incomes cility is built on the^town
would not allow them to house apartment style. All
live as comfortably other- bedrooms are located up-

stairs in each unit with the
living area downstairs.
While the units are not
what one would ealL luxurious in the true sense of
the word, they are comfortable, spacious and offer
modern conveniences.
Outside the facility, the
visitor has the impression
that each unit is a small
home, complete with a
small lawn area, paved
walkways and paved parking area.
Upon entrance to one of
the units, the visitor walks
into the living room which
is adjoined by a.combination dining room-kitchen
area. The wood stairwell
fronts the door, an upstairs the visitor will find
bedrooms and bath. Some
of the units have two bed^
rooms while others have
three. The apartments with
two bedrooms have railings

along the stairwell, while
the three-bedroom units do
not. All rooms dn the apartment have recepticles
for telephones. Hrat is
thermostatically
controlled from the living
room and although there is_
an sbsence of overhead
lights, switches control
electricity In wall outlets.
\The
ag^rtments have
forced air heating and the
hpating unit is so designed
to allow any resident who
wishes to have air conditioning to hook onto it.
The apartments
are
freshly painted in a pale
beige color and feature tile
floors of modern design
throughout to allow for easy
cleaning as well as to present an attractive appearance.
The kitchen area~in the
apartment units have white
appliances and a stainless

steel sink along with the
modern conveniences, making life more enjoyable
for those who could not
afford them otherwise.
Residents of Chester
Manor are approved by the
federal government in that
the complex participates in
a federal governmental
rent subsidy program for
low to moderate income
families. This means that
those families residing
there pay rent based on
their individual incomes
with federal assistance in
picking up the remainder
of the rental tab. Federal
assistance can be as much
as 70 percent of the rental
fee, a spokesman for the
firm said.
At any rate, Chester Manor offers a new style of
comfortable living for the
low io moderate Income
families in Chester.

Mrnvmsmm
BE A PART OF IT

A PHO TOGRAPH of the kitchcn area in the new two and
three bedroom apartments to be found in Chester Manor
on Torbit Street here shows what conveniences are in
store for local families who are in the low-to-moderate
income brackets. The apartments are constructed on the
town house style with bedrooms and bath upstairs and
living room and kitchen downstairs. See story!

Galery Walls Add Interest
The-rule that walIs-a reto be dedorated with one or
two paintings, "or a mirror,
has gone the way of many
other decorating rules; out
the window.

room; cven bathrooms and
stairways. Some suggestions are:

One of the newest decorating "ins" is the gallery wall. Blank -Avails
are Being converted into
veritable
galleries with
collections of objets d'art
that can range from framed
paintings to decorative
mirrors, clocks and sconces.

Strive for variety by*
mixing large paintings and
prints with a number of
smaller accessories. Mix
pictures and plaques.

Galleries are not limited to living room Walls.
The trend is also popular
for hallways, bedrooms,
reception areas, dining

Keeping Noisy
Pipes Quiet
Bothered by water hammer? If pipes slam or shudder when water is suddenly
turned off, it may be because
they have become limed up
.with hard water deposits.
There, are anti-hammer,
sfaock-absorbing devices
which can be installed on
these pipes. Or, relief can
be gained by fastening pipes
to supports more securely,
particularly where a pipe
t u n s a corner.

Combine
different
shapes for more pleasing
effect.

Select from different
sources and styles for a
pleasing
eclectic look.
However, if you are displaying fewer than five pieces, such as on a small
wall area in a small hallway, it is better to keep
them within the same general mood.
Don't forget clocks and
mirrors which can be very
attractive to the complete
gallery wall.
Work out your display
arrangement on the floor
before hanging. Finally,
keep your gallery wall alive"
by adding to it, or changing
from time to tinje.
J
Museum postcards are a / ~
good source for small fprints, and don't overlook'
the (Jbssibilities of UNICEF
calendars: each contains a
selection of 12 prints representing some of the
world's outstanding artists.

Electricity is the heartbeat of a flourishing
community. In the hone, electricity brings
convenience and coafort. On the farm, in
business and industry, electricity provides
power for production, saves work and tiae.
Bui 1 ding or improving? No .alter where, you
can enjoy the convenience and coafort of
electricity in your hoae. The PACE SETTERS
of rural electrification, your ELECTBIC
COOPERATIVE, is praud to serve the electrical
needs of this area.

FAIRFIELD

ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE, INC.
'LIVING IN CO-OP COUNTRY i s GREAT'
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Do It Now...
...While The "
Heats Off!!!

MAKE SURE YOUR HEATING
SYSTEM IS READY FOR
NEXT WINTER...
1. GET A PRE SEASON CLEAN OUT.
2. PRE SEASON ADJUSTMENT.
3. FILL UP EARLY WITH

PHILLIPS
FUEL
OIL

IT'S LIKE GETTING A BONUS WITH EVERY GALLON
"GIVE US A CALLWE'RE READY TO DELIVER"

C006LER OIL CO.
200 Pinckney Street

IPMHUKV

(gg)

Chester, S.C.
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Living is Better
•

QUALITY
APPLIANCES

BUILDING or IMPROVING
include I ! u L o o i n i : Built-lns
LOW-PRICED
ELECTRIC
BUILT-IN OVEN
MODEL RJ36
•

Easy-Clean porcelainenamel-finish oven
W - n f f o u a n Hftof

Tilt-up Calrod"^ balje unit
Tilt-down Calrod broil unit

Elegant
easy-clean styling

•

Eye-level control panel

•

Oven timing clock
can be set to turn oven
and off automatically
at pre selected times

•

Handy 60-mlnute timer

•

Automatic interior light

•

Fits 2 4 " oven cabinet

• Available in 30-inch and
36-Inch widths

QUALITY-BUILT
VENTED
RANGE HOODS
•

Two-speed exhaust system

•

Hood lamp
illuminates cooktop area

•

Easy-out grease filter
permanent, washable

Pushbutton controls
for fan and light

"Living At Its Finest" begins with dependable Hotpolnt
appliances. With this new Hotpolnt Electronic oven-range
you can. cook a complete meal from your freezer in less
time than it would take to heat up a TV dinner In a conventional oven. But if a TV dinner is what you want you can
have one piping hot in just four minutes flat.
Hotpoint's Electronic Oven range offers a choice of three
cooking methods--conventional, electronic, or both ways at
once. The lower master oven combines, the advantages of
conventional cooking with super-speed electronic cooking
and also cleans itself electrically. There is also an eyelevel conventional oven with a rotisserie, and four highspeed surface units, one of them automatic.
Actual cooking time can be reduced up to 75 percent
with the electronic oven, which can cook a hotdog on a bun
in four minutes or bake a potato in six minutes. The new
time-saving Electronic Oven range highlights Hotpoint's
line at Brunson s Home and Auto Supply.

Red-White

Self-cleaning
Calrod" lift-up units
Removable drip pans

QUALITT-BUILT
30 ELECTRIC
SURFACE SECTION
MODEL RU37

Raised control platform

5ft$16995

Removable control knobs
• No-drip cooktop
•

Squared mounting frame
secures cooktop flush with
countertop. seals out
liquids and crumbs

• Comes in porcelain-enamel
or brushed-chrome finish

I l u L p x r i i u t

PORTA-COOL
6,000-BTU
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
9.9-Amp. Operation

Model AHPQ706 available with
• 7.5-Amp. Operation
• Furniture Appearance

|BRUNSON'S
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY

GADSDEN STREET

PHONE 385-6161,

CHESTER, S.C.

when you buy any

I luLpjoin±
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

0W«» good una May 31.1971

•SERVICE D
•DELIVERY I1
•TERMS

